PERSONNEL

Trumpet
Casey Crane | Music Education (Masters)
Matthew Dahlquist | Economics
Memory Knight | Science
Corrin Villaseñor | Social Science

French Horn
Haruka Asai | Undeclared
Melissa Erp | CEP
Camryn Long | Psychology
Steven Quinn | CEP

Trombone
Stephanie Chapman | German (Doctoral)
Yuuki Divers | Undeclared
Amy Lese | Dance Anthropology
Nathan Paulsen | Science
Justin Stowe | Music (Doctoral)

Euphonium
Michael Bloomenkamp | Music
Chang Bronstien | Nuclear Physics

Tuba
Mark Cooney | Music
Ransom Hovekamp | Physics

Percussion
Kelsey Bleck | Jazz Studies
Kaitlin Brown | Biology
Jacqueline Ignacio | Pre-Education
Mike Morris | Jazz Studies
Nick van Eekeren | Journalism

Recording of UO concerts and events without prior permission is prohibited.

Performances sponsored by the UO School of Music and Dance are sometimes video recorded and photographed for a variety of uses, including both live simulcast and digital archive on the UO website, or for publicity and publications. Images of audience members may be included in these recordings and photos. By attending this event, audience members imply approval for the use of their image by the UO and the School of Music and Dance.
CAMPUS ORCHESTRA
Zeke Fetrow and David Jacobs, conductors

Ashokan Farewell
Johnathan Ng, soloist
arr. Bob Cerulli

March Militaire
Franz Schubert
(1797-1828)
arr. by Albert Stoessel

Andante Festivo
Jean Sibelius
(1865-1957)

Allegro in G-major
W.A. Mozart
(1756-1791)
arr. by Albert Stoessel
from “Eine Kleine Nacht-musik”

CAMPUS BAND
Dr. Eric Wiltshire, conductor

Overture in B-flat (1996)
Caesar Giovannini
(b. 1925)
arr. Wayne Robinson

Dusk (2004)
Steven Bryant
(b. 1972)
Nathan Stokes, conductor

A Copland Tribute (1986)
Clare Grundman
(1913-1996)

Sommerset Sketches (1965)
Hugh M. Stuart
(1917 – 2006)

Folk Dances (1979)
Dmitri Shostakovich
(1906-1975)
edited by H. Robert Reynolds

CAMPUS ORCHESTRA
currently has no personnel list

CAMPUS BAND
Flute
Martin Allums | Art
Naomi Campollo (Piccolo) | Architecture
Mizuki Nakamura | Undeclared
Brittany Reese | Undeclared
Nicole Stanger | Undeclared
Stacie Yarbro | Music Education (Masters)
Shelby Hakanson | Chemistry

Clarinet
Lindsay Baglietto | Undeclared
Abigail Bochsler | Journalism
Tori Dewar | Theater
Claudia Lopez | Pre-Journalism
Rachel Nance | Human Physiology (Pre-Medicine)
Makaela O’Rourke (Bass) | Anthropology
Mira Sytsma | Environmental Science
Christi Wanzenried | Undeclared
Jonathan Willows

Oboe
Deborah Vicinsky | Mathematics (Ph.D.)

Bassoon
Olivia Benge | Sociology
Bret Eason | Music Education
Rachel Harris | CEP

Alto Saxophone
Patrick Gordon | Music
Corey Kovash | Undeclared
Mikayla MacKay | Environmental Studies
Aidan Ramsay | Music

Tenor Saxophone
Cameron Sage | Biochemistry